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MOOSILAUKE STAR CIRCLE

 

Mount Moosilauke is central to the White Mountain or Conway Granite formation.
The extent of this geologic structure is marked by the curving formation of the Green
Mountains. Mountains: Ascutney, Kearsage, Pleasant, Speckled, Pisgah, Worcester, and
Northfield, as illustrated, mark this ring.  It is this authors speculation that this ‘super
volcano’ was ‘THE’ initializing geologic event  that split up the Pangea super continent,
separating the continents of Africa and North America.
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Included in this diagram is the three mountain equilateral triangle that is the
initalizing form of the Arkhom geometry. Expanding upon this simple form lead to both
the Arkhom landscape geometry and the Gaia Matrix continental geometry in total. 

The Chakra Ley is a straight garnet incrusted formation of metamorphic mica shist
that divides ‘Old’ and ‘New’ North America. East of this line it is all post Pangea
landmass. I called the Chakra ley because garnet intrusions within this ley mark a series
of seven locations that have ‘sense of place’ features corresponding to the human chakra
system. This ley is punctuated by granite plutons, copper deposits, a fault lines.

The Appalachian Mt. Ley is the alignment of the highest mountains along the range’s
course from Atlanta to New Brunswick.

The Great Lakes/ Ottawa/ Thomaston Ley corresponds to the mountain alignment
of Mansfield and Washington, carrying with it the memory of living water transmitted
via the Great Lakes and Canada to Maine and the Sea and back.

The President Bush Ley is so named because it exits to the sea through the Bush
Family compound in Kennybunkport. Maine. This ley links Mounts Mansfield,
Moosilauke, and Ossippee. It is my opinion that this ley line is the reason why this
family has such hypnotic power on the American public. The rich and powerful do
gravitate to such place of earth energy.

The inner circle is phi proportioned to the greater White Mountain circle. This circle’s
radius is further marked by the length of Lake Winnipesaukee. This significance is
reinforced by geologic and geographic significant locales, as illustrated. The pentagram
within this circle is referenced in Doctor London’s Star biome fractal progressions as a
carrier of Karma to human biology. The smaller Red pentagram represents a local
pattern, a fractal of the whole serving as a keyway to heal the karma held and generated
by the Star Biomes transmitted there via the South Coast Ley. The positioning of the
Danville Star at the balance point between Mt.Mansfield and Mt.Washington points to
the Northeast Kingdom as the place where karmic memories generated in distant
biomes can be released and healed.

See: Dr. Wayne London www.spiritualcalculus.org for more details.


